COVID-19: MED ALERTS

FLORIDA DEPT. OF HEALTH COVID-19 CALL CENTER 24/7 (866) 779-6121 COVID-19@FLHEALTH.GOV

1 MEDIC ENTERS WITH PPE AND SCREENS PT AND CALLS “MED-ALERT” ONSCENE

THE REST OF THE CREW DONS PPE

PLACE SURGICAL MASK or NRM ON THE PT

OPEN OUTSIDE AIRVENTS IN CAB, TURN ON REAR EXHAUST TO HIGHEST SETTING

ENCODE A “MED ALERT- STRICT RESPIRATORY PRECAUTIONS”

DO NOT ENTER ER UNTIL STAFF IS READY! GIVE ER STAFF UNIT ID

IF TRANSPORT NOT NEEDED, MEDICS CALL PBC DEPT OF HEALTH 561-671-4184

DO NOT GIVE ALBUTEROL!! ADMINISTER EPI AND MAG ACCORDING TO PROTOCOL

WEAR GOWNS FOR INVASIVE PROCEDURES ONLY

I-GEL IS PREFERRED OVER INTUBATION

4-3-20

FLORIDA DEPT. OF HEALTH COVID-19 CALL CENTER 24/7 (866) 779-6121 COVID-19@FLHEALTH.GOV

DISPATCH SCREENS AND CALLS “MED-ALERT”

CREW DONS PPE PRIOR TO PT CONTACT AT LEAST 6’ AWAY

COMPLETE PPE TRACKING IN SAFETY PAD

WASH HANDS

DOFF AND DISCARD DISPOSABLE PPE

DECON TRUCK AND EQUIPMENT

DRIVER DOFF ALL PPE BUT N95 FOR TRANSPORT

DRIVER DON ALL PPE ON ARRIVAL